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1. THE CONTEXT: CHANGE BUSINESS! 

 

 

The word management has been given a mythical status that mesmerizes the masses 

who aspire to be at the very minimum good at it, in worse situations to embody it, to 

become the living representation of what in their wild imagination a manager is.  

Thus careers, which gave birth to the management and business leadership myths are 

viewed as the de facto setting for self-fulfillment.  This is a dangerous view.  

Despite what business schools, your boss or board, career coaches and other crooks or 

gullible nobodies may tell you, management is not a science and it is especially not an 

art. It is important to start with this.  

 

The artificial function of management was born simply because business 

organizations are artificial organizations: they would have never emerged by 

themselves. Everything about them is fake and thus all functions are unnatural. Nobody 

feels natural in a business organization except for nobodies who can adjust to anything 

or people who are completely delusional.  

Obviously an environment like this must be changed; alternatively new, more natural 

environments must be created. In other words business must be redefined. To comply 

with the demands of such an environment is not acceptable for authentic personalities! 

This is the correct context for all management activities on any level. 

 

Context summary:  

- Nobody is born as a manager, everybody should stop trying to act like one, or 

worse: to live like one 

- Business is an artificial organization with artificial roles: those who don’t fit are 

the good guys 

- We must change the company and if we can’t, we must leave it and find or create 

alternatives 
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2. HOW TO CHANGE BUSINESS  

 

All change efforts should be based on one single factor: AUTHENTICITY. Authenticity is 

the reason for change and ultimately the purpose of change. In other words 

authenticity is the principle of change.  

 

All corporate change initiatives lack principles and thus they are illusory. Management 

is absolutely clueless about what it’s doing and why; the change is the only constant 

mantra was enthusiastically adopted to make this fact sound acceptable. Ironically this 

“mantra” is true since there really is nothing constant in a corporate environment; even 

values are comfortably adjusted to situations. This of course doesn’t mean that there 

shouldn’t be anything constant in the corporate environment – quite the opposite.  

 

To simplify: this constant must be YOU; the alfa and omega, the central position of 

change around which everything will organize. What is the polar opposite of this 

position? Today’s managers: the champions of compliance, who’d adjust to just about 

anything so they can remain managers and progress on the career ladder.  

 

Changes may be achieved on any level and in any function. The process is relatively 

simple although admittedly so difficult, it’s almost impossible. But we MUST try!  
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2.1. THE CHANGE PROCESS 

 

The change process looks like this: 

a. Eliminate corporate illusions from your thinking and from your behavior 

b. Become authentic   

c. Don’t back off   

 

Corporate illusions drive irrational behavior; irrational in the sub-rational sense! 

Committing a sub-rational act, however small it may seem feels like committing an 

unnatural act: it feels sick. It is no surprise that companies’ number one product is sick 

people: physically, mentally, psychologically and spiritually; alternatively: living robots.  

 

There is always a solid point around which change happens. If this central position is 

not known, change is chaotic and people involved in it are confused and uncertain, 

operating mostly in fear. You must be the central position. Becoming authentic is the 

number one requirement for good change. 

 

Acting authentically is a fight; in fact it’s a losing battle, since the odds against us are 

overwhelming. We must be clear about this from the start. More often than not it’s 

actually better to leave the corporate environment so we can consciously choose the 

right battlefield. Once we are sure we’re on the right field we mustn’t back off! By 

holding our stands we ensure that organic organization starts unfolding around us, 

meaning that others can act authentically, too. 

 

Let’s look at these steps in a little more details. 
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2.1.a Eliminate corporate illusions 

 

Since there is no organizational principle in companies, practically everything they 

propagate is an illusion; the more research they bring to prove whatever they are saying 

the more this is so; do they have institutions on the topic? Bingo! They have absolutely 

no idea what they are talking about. Institutes, associations and similar are established 

only to create an artificial barrier of entry to a field that offers somebody’s ideas as a 

foundation; ideas that anybody is able to understand or knowledge that anybody can 

acquire. Their annual meetings, nominations, election of board of directors, 

membership fees and similar theatre could be comical if they were not downright 

pathetic.  

 

People who are desperate to make some money by using other people’s ideas proudly 

advertise their badge of membership in such organizations. It’s almost difficult to decide 

who’s more pathetic: people offering such “stamped and approved” services or people 

buying them. 

 

The more the topic has to do directly with people, the more this is so. For example 

business leadership is clearly an illusion while electrical engineering is much less so 

(both have institutes and professional associations); the view on engineering changes 

when we consider quality for example in industries where planned obsolescence is 

common practice or becoming the biggest is the articulated goal of the company (think 

of Volkswagen). We can’t possibly list all the corporate illusions in this short work; here 

are some of the most common ones: 

 

 

- Unlimited growth. Like all quantitative values this is so stupid it feels 

embarrassing even to prove it wrong. Not only on a micro (company) level, where 

this should be obvious for a 10 year old, but on the level of economics as well. 

Don’t accept strategies that imply this non-sense! The dogma of 

unlimited growth has also serious implications on the organization, that after 

reaching a certain size is reminiscent of a monstrous machine that was built by 

hundreds of workers but without coordination; the only achievement of such a 

machine is that it still works. 
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- Business leadership. Leadership is an organic function (of vertical 

integration) towards the Truth while business is a mechanical organization with 

artificial hierarchies serving individualistic goals: business and leadership are 

mutually exclusive categories. This is of course just as true for a mom and pop 

grocery store as it is for General Electric or Google: more employees, bigger 

budgets and even more influence don’t breed leaders. The alarming phenomenon 

of managers buying themselves political power and the damage they cause is 

testament to this; this works the other way around as well: the common 

denominator between career politicians and managers is precisely the lack of 

leadership. Simply eliminate the term leadership from the corporate 

vocabulary! 

 

- Careers as paths to self-improvement. This view is incredibly strong even 

nowadays when there’s a lot of experimentation with flat structures, “alliances”, 

as well as with the increasing roles of startups when inexperienced founders in 

their early 20’s scale companies at a pace unimaginable for old school, middle 

aged or semi-retired vice presidents and CEOs, learning everything on the go. 

The point is not that the kids or the middle aged corporate people don’t have 

talent: they do. The point is that companies are mechanical organizations with 

mechanical functions: nobody’s born to perform them, which means that 

ANYBODY can perform them, irrespective of age, gender or even experience.  

 

Experience in the corporate word is highly quantitative which means that it 

doesn’t bestow any quality on the person “collecting” them. The vice president 

with a $7B budget is not a more developed person than a vice president with a 

$20,000 budget, who is in turn not a higher life form than a struggling poet living 

with his parents. Corporate roles don’t make the man and don’t even help people 

acquire any qualities. Since the need for compliance is strong, corporate roles 

often specifically require lack of qualities or lack of identity coupled with a 

smooth and agreeable style, articulate communication and colorful presentation 

skills. Think about crooks at village fairs when you read the press about the 

corruption scandals at all companies on the F500 list, top consulting firms or top 

– brand charities! People with true qualities and a well-defined identity 

simply don’t fit into corporate roles.   
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2.1. b. Become authentic 

The function of management emerged only when people were forced or coerced to do 

things that had nothing to do with them personally. When people organize naturally, 

there is no management. Organizing ourselves naturally has been a problem only in the 

last 200 or so years, it was never a problem before. People can only organize naturally if 

they are authentic: aware of what they are and live accordingly.  

Obviously nobody is born as a marketing guy, as a payroll administrator, as an HR 

business partner, as a controller or as an (executive) officer. On the other hand people 

are born with organic, archetypical roles and functions, like makers, traders, warriors, 

priests, teachers, healers, farmers and similar. When we look at organic functions we 

notice the following: specialists, integrating specialists (performing horizontal 

integration), specialized integrators (performing vertical integration) and integrators, 

performing only vertical integration.   

These functions are vertically aligned the integrator being at the top of the hierarchy. In 

an organic hierarchy the lower levels depend on the higher ones without which their 

function loses any meaning. For the optimal performance of the system all functions are 

vital. The human body offers a good analogy: roles and functions are vertically organized 

whereby the bowel can’t take over the role of the brain, the nose can’t replace the legs 

and so on. If we lose any of the organs the system either dies or becomes less than 

optimal.  

In a mechanical, artificial organization where symbolically speaking the heart and the 

brain is subordinated to the stomach, the most irrational things may and do happen. 

In previous epochs archetypical roles were represented in a more or less pure form. 

Those eras are gone and we rarely encounter representatives of various archetypes 

anymore. But this of course doesn’t mean that the archetypes are gone, too. They exist 

on the level of potentialities: we must actualize ours. Without this, there is absolutely no 

chance for any organicity to emerge on an organizational level on any scale; and without 

organicity, people get corrupted on the one hand and act more and more like robots on 

the other, in parallel with the accelerated decline of intelligence.  

Before we continue, we must ask the question: where would business fit in an organic 

society? This is important because today we get the impression that business has 

become the context for life and everything must fit into the business domain; this is 

evidently wrong. 
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Organically business used to fulfill the role of wealth creation, distributing goods and 

services and ensuring the well-being of the population both physically and spiritually. It 

was not called business of course, but to keep things simple, for now let’s stick to this 

term. It mediated between the spiritual and the material domains (creation of artifacts 

and service), representing a fundamentally spiritual orientation, ensuring upward 

integration for the material plane. Obviously it’s hard, if not impossible to find analogies 

between this function today and in earlier eras. 

 

To become authentic one must find his organic function and role. If it’s in the spiritual 

domain, purely concerned about actualizing the Truth or if it is in the domain of 

dominance and power, in order to defend and sustain the Truth, one should not be 

active in the business domain, but work on the creation of the right context for 

business. 

 

If one finds self-fulfillment in insuring the well-being of others, one must redefine 

business by ensuring healthy and harmonious relationships and by contributing to a 

flourishing social community that provides justice and beauty (aesthetics).  Naturally 

this is not possible without completely eradicating corporate illusions – those listed here 

and many others. These first three domains (representing and defending the Truth and 

ensuring harmonious and just social relationships) inherently contain the function of 

organization: the last two to a much larger degree than the top domain.  One more note 

on this 3rd domain of mediation: this is fundamentally a service domain but not in the 

physical but more in the spiritual / intellectual sense.    

 

People predisposed to making and (physically) serving, will also not find satisfaction in 

modern business functions, even if they were general managers or CEOs, or if they were 

active in manufacturing, although the latter is obviously the closest to their disposition 

and it is precisely there where they may start organizing organically. 

 

Finding our organic function is absolutely indispensable for ensuring positive change in 

our environment. But there is more to identity - see Identity Map below at 

“Framework”. 

 

We will discuss organic roles and functions in modern times in our next work on organic 

organizations. If you are interested in finding out more feel free to get in touch. 
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2.1. c. Don’t back off 

  

Authentic life is the only measure.  

 

Whatever consultants are selling to the purchasing manager or whatever management is 

selling to employees, if it is not focused on authenticity, it is fake, useless and 

undesirable. If the company doesn’t enable people working there to lead an authentic 

life, the company is a parasite, run by (often very nice, approachable, personable, 

articulate, “caring” and clueless) crooks. This is true also if the company doesn’t 

contribute to the authentic life of people in the larger community.  

 

Finding authenticity is a problem. Once it is found, it must be defended and it starts 

with you. You can’t back off even in the face of overwhelming odds. What happens when 

authenticity is found? Organic organization begins. Relationships realign. The 

environment starts to feel healthy. The irrational is eliminated. The unnecessary is 

eliminated. So called organic stuff emerges; things that can’t be achieved by mechanical 

means, no matter how much money they throw on it: innovation, organizational 

intelligence and similar good stuff. Control emerges that is able to say no to unnecessary 

efforts, unnecessary or unhealthy growth. Taste manifests itself that understands 

proportions and knows how much is enough. The toolbox of people management will be 

thrown out to the trash: motivation as an issue, employee satisfaction, 360s, team 

building and a myriad of other insulting bullshit. 

 

But you can’t back off! 

 

No matter what role you are currently in, there is absolutely no other reason for you to 

stay in your current company if not for this one: for ensuring an authentic life for 

yourself and those around you. Not to feed your family! Your family doesn’t need you if 

you are not yourself!  

 

Find a way! 

 

Find alliances, save, have reserves, have a plan and take action. If you can’t stay, leave.  
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3. FRAMEWORK 

Tools would not be a good word. Tools are for machines. 360 evaluation/review is a tool. 

Companies love tools because the machine’s performance must be measured: this is the 

only way management can maintain the illusion of control.  

Authentic people hate being measured for good reason: it’s not just. It’s not correct to let 

the crook measure the level of honesty of a noble man, or to let a nobody measure 

anything about an authentic person (it would never happen the other way around). It’s 

insulting.  

There is only one measure: the self: judging the current state in light of the potential 

self. Nothing has changed since the articulation of the (Delphic) maxims: Know yourself, 

Be yourself, Respect yourself – in fact these maxims are more relevant today than ever. 

3.1. a. Identity map 

To be clear, identity doesn’t obey a formula; this is obvious. The following may be used 

as an admittedly simplified structure to better understand ourselves, others, even 

organizations: 

Identity = (Purpose + Potentials + Style) x Awareness 
 

To simplify: consider purpose as the organic function of the person. This aspect of 

identity is -naturally- always missing in companies. The organic function in most cases 

exists only potentially: it must be actualized, by using talent, perfecting skills and just as 

importantly by leading a lifestyle propitious to it in all its aspects. 
 

Potentials: the range of potentials available for this person or organization in context 

of his/its organic function. Such potentials may show themselves as talents and 

predispositions, but also as opportunities for the person to perfect his talents. If the one 

makes the wrong choices either when it comes to his role and function or when it comes 

to deciding on what opportunities to take advantage of, serious frictions will emerge in 

his relationships. Being in the right role, performing the right functions and saying yes 

only to opportunities that make sense in this context creates harmonies. 
 

Style: customs, behaviors and values fitting for the purpose. This is also a complex 

question; we provide more clues on this in the book Critical Thinking? Introduction to 

Navigating the Irrational. You can find it on amazon or at the link at the footnote.  

 

Awareness: if somebody is unaware of his purpose, he'll be confused about his 

potentials and style. If somebody is unaware of his potentials, he'll never fulfill his 

purpose. If somebody is unaware of the appropriate style, he'll create frictions in his 

environment. And so on and so forth. Awareness in this context must be maintained 

practically all the time. The more pieces are missing, the more difficult this is. 
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3.1. b. Alignment Canvas 

 

We must be realistic: the chances of transforming business organizations into fully 

organic ones are zero.  

 

On the other hand it’s possible to significantly increase the organicity of an existing 

organization and it’s also possible to create organic ones from scratch where you have 

the chance to maintain a high level of organicity for as long as possible.  

 

The natural law is decline: with time all business organizations will lose organicity if 

they are not embedded somehow into an organic hierarchy; unfortunately existing 

structures, like government administrations don’t provide appropriate context and no 

initiatives have been launched to create alternatives! Yet! 

 

Alternatives may be small associations focused on – to use our terms and to simplify- 

the Truth; cooperation with such organizations maybe developed in a way that insures 

proper alignment. 

 

We have developed what we call Alignment Canvas for a different purpose: to help 

increasing the organicity of business organizations. The Alignment Canvas is not a 

template; it’s not a tool. It is just a framework that helps keeping attention on what 

matters. It’s a canvas because everting is on one page. The canvas idea was is inspired 

the Lean Canvas concept that Ash Maurya developed based on the Business Model 

Canvas developed by Alexander Osterwalder.  

 

We have seen very detailed canvases used by CEOs managing large organizations and 

pretty simple ones used by line managers. 
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In any case the central piece of the canvas is the Identity Map of the people one interacts 

with. The ID Map includes areas where the person is “out of his element”, where he is 

forced to do stuff that is contrary to his nature and contains plans on how one can help 

the person avoid these and focus on areas that are crucial for him personally, where his 

organic function may be best exercised.  

It also shows who should work with whom and how. It may happen for example that a 

CEO’s organic function is that of a specialist and not that of a specialized integrator or at 

least an integrating specialist as the case should be. In other words the top role maybe 

filled by a person whose organic function in an organic hierarchy would be at the 

bottom. The Alignment Canvas in such situations helps organizing a complementary 

team around such a CEO. It won’t create ideal situations, but it improves terrible ones. 

The Identity Map provides context also for other alignment issues for example to 

aligning people according to a strategy; understanding of course that most companies 

don’t actually have a strategy, but this is a different topic. In organic organizations there 

was no need for an Alignment Canvas; it makes sense only in artificial organizations 

where some people try to make a positive difference.  

We hope you have found these insights valuable. If so, you must have questions and 

ideas. Please don’t hold yourself back and get in touch!  
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Thank you for your attention, 

 

Laszlo Kovari 
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